
Slice Box Cutter Replacement Blades - Ceramic

SKU#10404 : Pack of four (4)  Slice
Ceramic #S3 Replacement Blades

Ceramic Blade Features
- 4 dual-sided ceramic blades per pack
-  rounded-tips for added safety
-  single blade is  equivalent to ~20 metal blades 
- up to 10x sharper than steel 
- for use only with Slice Ceramic Box Cutters 
- safer than traditional metal utility knife blades 
- non-conductive, non-magnetic 
- never-rusts; chemically inert
- less blade changes = less injuries
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1.25” long (32mm)

rounded edges for
added safety

1mm thick blade easier
and safer to handle

double-sided equivalent
to up to 20 metal blades

 

 

 Why Slice Ceramics?
- next to diamonds Slice ceramics are the  most durable material on Earth
- Slice ceramics have a hardness of 8.2 MOHS  vs. steel at 5.5 MOHS
- never rusts, non-sparking, anti-magnetic, does not conduct electricity
- oil-free finish is perfect for clean rooms 
- stays sharp up to 10x longer than steel
- single Slice ceramic blade equivalent up to 20 single sided metal blades
- less blade changes = less money = less downtime = less injuries
- Slice ceramic blades are safer than traditional metal blades
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Style   10404
Description  Slice ceramic replacement 

MSRP            US$19.99
Inner/Master  6/48
Packaged Unit 8-95142-10404-0
  110  x 80 x 10 mm  (56 gm)

Master  5-08-95142-10404-5
  48 x 15 x 15 cm (2.0 kg)

Slice #S3 Ceramic Replacement Blades

  

blades - 4 blades per pack

  4.25  x 3.1 x  0.40 in  (0.10 oz)

  19 x 6 x 6 in  (4.4 lb)

 
 

 

Technical
Blade  Material  Zirconium Oxide - replaceable
Cutting Depth   varies by handle
Blade Size  32 x 6 x 1 mm (0.75 gm)

1.25 x 0.25 x  0.05 in (0.025 oz)

Compatibility
Slice ceramic box cutter replacement blades
are designed to work exclusively with Slice
box cutters and handles to optimize safety
and function.

- #10400  3-Position Manual Box Cutter
- #10512 Pen Cutter Auto-Retractable

- #10514 Pocket Cutter 

- #10503 Auto Retractable Box Cutter

- #10513 Pen Cutter Manual (Jan 2014)


